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No further relevant or Covid-related updates
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(Not the subject of this talk)
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 -  the state doesn’t pay for the consequences of D’s negligent acts
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                                         (In that last example, the outcome for CRU and both parties would be the same)
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Ben
If C continues to receive benefits after 5 years, or after the case concludes, they are not offset against damages = double recovery

Ben
This is state-sanctioned double recovery...



D won’t have to reimburse the state and can set them off against damages
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There is no 5-yr cut-off and no restriction against set-off against future loss

E.g. some housing benefit, child benefit 

Ben
Bear in mind that this is very much the exception to the rule...
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I.e. the ‘negligence’ and the unrelated condition that initially warranted treatment.
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WHEN WOULD I BOTHER CHALLENGING A CERTIFICATE? 



Ben
WHAT IF I THINK THE CERTIFICATE IS WRONG? 

I have two (related) options/protections:

1. Get the CRU to change it’s mind and alter the certificate
2. Make a protective Part 36 offer (i.e. one that says ‘I think the certificate is wrong’) 
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GETTING THE CRU TO CHANGE IT’S MIND:
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Reviews = any time, repayable sum only increased if DWP was misled

Appeals = only after conclusion of case, general power to increase

































































Ben
MAKING A PROTECTIVE PART 36 OFFER: THREE CASES YOU MUST KNOW

Ben
1. Hilton International v Smith: the default (but easily shifted) position is that C gets the benefit of a successful review/appeal.

2. Helen Williams v Devon: when considering whether an offer ‘bites’ (should have been accepted) the Court asks what C would have been left with in their hand if they’d accepted the offer.

3. Colin Crooks v Hendricks Lovell: the Court can adjourn assessment of costs pending the outcome of a CRU appeal in order to see what C is left with in his hand (and therefore whether they have beaten an offer).
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1. Hilton International v Smith



Because the default position is that they go to the Claimant




















CPR r.36.22
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2. Helen Williams v Devon CC:
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£26,000 gross offer and awarded D their costs.





      

    

      

        

     

         

                  

                   

          

      

        

- On appeal this was overturned : C beat the offer.

           

        - D’s offer valued LoE at £16,700 when in fact it was £7,300.

              
          

- D does not have to include the full amount of CRU in their offer.

- They should instead work out what (e.g.) LoE is ‘worth’ and offer that sum.

HELEN WILLIAMS v DEVON COUNTY COUNCIL

          

         

           

         

- D offered £10,000 net: £26,700 gross but £16,700 to CRU (all LoE).

- On costs, Judge found that D had beaten their offer.

- Question is what C would be left with NET if he accepted the offer.

- Judge awarded £23,000 gross, but only £7,000 for LoE

- C left with £16,000 once LoE was reduced to zero (the max deduction).
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- On costs, Judge found that D had beaten their offer.

- Question is what C would be left with NET if he accepted the offer.

- Judge awarded £23,000 gross, but only £7,000 for LoE

- C left with £16,000 once LoE was reduced to zero (the max deduction).















































     COLIN CROOKS v HENDRICKS LOVELL LTD

- D offered £18,500 net of CRU  (i.e. did not specify what reduction)

    

     

     

    

        

                

- Case adjourned while CRU certificate was reviewed.

     - CRU reduced on review to circa £7,000. 

       

          

 

         

  

- Judgment entered for £30,000 inc £26,000 for LoE.

- CRU certificate was £16,000 (all for LoE-type benefits).

- After deduction C left with circa £23,000 in hand.

- Had certificate remained as-before, C would have had just £14,000

- D argued their offer meant ‘£18,500 plus CRU of £16,000’

       

- D must state the gross offer, what deductions they make, and the net offer.

- It did not: it meant what it said.
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3.

Ben
Because of disagreement about CRU, it was not clear C would be left with.






































